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Making a material difference in your kitchen...



We can all dream... but BENYEEQUARTZ makes dreams a reality.
Your kitchen becomes a blank canvas, onto which you can project your personal vision. Smooth, 
flowing surfaces gliding along runs and curving around corners. In pure white or a colour that you love. 
Merging effortlessly with your chosen units and appliances.
Creating an environment that’s all about you...



Strong, bold and sophisticated: BENYEEQUARTZ isn’t a choice for the timid. In a sea of generic kitchens, 
it’s something different. A natural stone with a hard quartz crystal core, which translates into a deep, 
mesmerising beauty.
A luxurious material in a range of clear, consistent colours – including vivid hues and pure white. 
BENYEEQUARTZ is for people with a bit of “attitude”. It might just be for you.





Sinks are integrated seamlessly.

BENYEEQUARTZ curves around corners.

Splashes of colour and under-lighting add drama.

Create a modern island that’s “outside the box” by enveloping

it in gently curving, pristine white BENYEEQUARTZ . Keep appliances and

fittings minimal and understated. Surround your creation with space 

to let it bask in the limelight. And stage it against an expressive 

background to emphasise its pure, clean lines.





These days, we pretty much live in our kitchens. In an openplan

environment, colours and materials have to blend into the overall 

scheme. BENYEEQUATZ complements this holistic approach.  

Its solid, expansive look, thoroughly contemporary colour range 

and easy harmony with other elements, give character and substance  

to the heart of your home.

With its quartz core, BENYEEQUATZ  

is very hard and durable.
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BENYEEQUARTZ combines with wood and 

stainless steel for a warm, resonant look.

Hobs are neatly integrated.

Long worktops are seemingly endless.



Sometimes, less is more. The simple, clean lines of BENYEEQUATZ

 imbue your kitchen with a soothing, peaceful ambiance, creating a 

feeling of space whatever the layout. Fitting into corners and around 

sinks, incorporating functional and ergonomic elements with ease, 

turning design headaches into design features, BENYEEQUATZ  

works hard without ever seeming to.

Combining two colours of BENYEEQUARTZ creates a visual division  

between cooking and eating areas.



NQ1002R NQ1004R NQ3073Y NQ3074Y NQ3075YNQ2001RTNQ1001R

NQ3077Y NQ5009X NQ5012R NQ1003R NQ5015RNQ5011XNQ3076Y

NQ5055YT NQ6022R NQ5054Y NQ5060Y NQ5017RNQ5055XNQ6008W



NQ2004R NQ2005X NQ2008R NQ2010RNQ2002R NQ2006R NQ2011X

NQ3071Y NQ2034W NQ1018R NQ2032WNQ3070Y NQ2033W NQ1008R

NQ5004B NQ5008X NQ5006X NQ3079YNQ5051Y NQ5007X NQ3078Y



Each to their own

 BENYEEQUARTZ has a strong personality, but a variety of moods. Whether 

your personal taste inclines towards a contemporary style with minimal 

 details, or a traditional kitchen where distinctive dark surfaces contrast 

 with sculptured wooden units, BENYEEQUARTZ  will lend its rich 

aesthetic, creating a design that really stands out.

Lemon and vinegar leave no lasting  

mark on Zodiaq.

A sink in white complementsa worktop    

 in BENYEEQUARTZ  Indus Red. 



Large dimension sheets minimise  

the need for seams. D
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Any sink – combining any colour of  

BENYEEQUARTZ with a stainless steel base – is 

a stylish and practical solution. 

While most colours of BENYEEQUARTZ  have  

(including Charcoal Black, below) offers a matt, 

The creation of coved backsplashes or large areas 

without visible seams.

 

The Mixa� sink – combining any colour of Corian� 

with a stainless steel base – is a stylish and 

practical solution. 

While most colours of Zodiaq� have  

(including Charcoal Black, below) offers a matt, 

The special method of joining Corian� enables 

the creation of coved backsplashes or large areas 

without visible seams. 



Matching a surface in white Corian� with white 

drawers and doors – either in Corian� or another 

material – gives a clean, contemporary look. 

Zodiaq� resists household stains such as lemon 

juice, and retains its highly polished look without 

the need for sealing. 

Ergonomics are key in the kitchen.  

With Corian�, worktops can follow the angles 

and curves of a room or accommodate different 

unit heights with ease.

the creation of coved backsplashes or large areas 

Matching a surface in white BENYEEQUARTZ 

 with whitedrawers and doors – either in 

 

BENYEEQUARTZ or another material – gives a 

clean, contemporary look.

 

 BENYEEQUARTZ resists household stains such as 

lemon juice, and retains its highly polished look 

without the need for sealing. 

Ergonomics are key in the kitchen.  

With BENYEEQUARTZ , worktops can follow the 

angles and curves of a room or accommodate 

different unit heights with ease.



Long-lasting

BENYEEQUARTZZ surfaces are renewable.

Most damage – such as cigarette burns – can easily be 

removed using ordinary abrasive cleansers and a 

scouring pad, and the surface fully restored to its 

original appearance. 

Versatile by design

BENYEEQUARTZ can be routed, carved, sandblasted, 

moulded, thermoformed (bent when heat-treated), 

inlaid, or even printed to fulfil virtually any design 

vision. Available in around 100 colours, 

BENYEEQUARTZ complements many other 

materials, such as wood, metal and stone, enabling

it to fit in with a range of design styles.

Environmentally sound

Not only is BENYEEQUARTZ  durable and 

renewable, it can also be recycled by re-cutting and 

re-installing. Inert and non-toxic, with low VOC 

(Volatile Organic Compound) emissions, 

BENYEEQUARTZ has minimal impact on indoor air 

quality. 

BENYEEQUARTZ is a decorative quartz-based 

solid surface material, used in a wide variety

of horizontal and vertical applications. 

BENYEEQUARTZ is composed of 93% natural 

quartz, combined with polymer and natural 

pigments. The quartz crystals at its core give 

BENYEEQUARTZ a deep, inner radiance and

a luxurious, highly distinctive aesthetic.

Durable

Solid and non-porous, BENYEEQUARTZ is 

stain- and chip-resistant. As colours and 

patterns run through the entire thickness of 

the material, if a scratch occurs, it can easily 

be sanded away and the surface restored to 

its original appearance.

Visibly seamless

BENYEEQUARTZ is joined using a special 

adhesive to produce a visibly seamless look.

This enables the creation of large island units 

and long worksurfaces.

Hygienic

The non-porous quality of BENYEEQUARTZ, 

together with its special method of joining, 

makes it hygienic and easy to clean.

What is BENYEEQARTZ?



Tel : +86.152 6087 3309
Mail : info@benyeequartz.com kob@newstarchina.com Factory

Address:PU'AN industry zone ,Quangang area,Quanzhou city, Fujian Province China


